Which Form Do I Need To Complete?
 The process for accessing medicines differs dependent on the type of request.
 There are generally five types of request: Peer Approved Clinical System Tier 1 (PACS UO), Peer Approved Clinical System Tier 2
(PACS 2), Individual Patient Treatment Request (IPTR), Unlicensed Medicine Request (FORM C) or Prescribing Request to
Primary Care for Unlicensed Medicine (FORM C PC).
 Use the following flowchart to determine whether any documentation is required, and if so, which is the correct form to complete.
 Access forms & policies at - http://www.medednhsl.com/sites/prescribing/resources.asp?rui=RIBETADI970402RAEDDE12122011
 Completing the incorrect form may result in delay, so it is essential you follow the correct process first time.
 If after using this flowchart, you are still unsure of which form to use, seek advice from relevant Pharmacy department.

Which form do I need to complete?
Is this a licensed
medicine in the UK?

NO

FORM C
Will primary care be
asked to prescribe the
unlicensed / off-label use
medicine?

YES

Is the intended
indication of use
covered within the
licence (Marketing
Authorisation)?

NO

FORM C

Form
C PC not
required

NO

YES

FORM C PC

YES

Which of the following best describes the current status of the medicine you are looking to request?
Medicine
/indication
accepted for
use in NHS
Scotland by the
SMC

Medicine
/indication has
been submitted
to SMC and is
awaiting
publication of
advice

Medicine
/indication has
not yet been
submitted to
SMC

Medicine
/indication has
been evaluated
by SMC and
they have
issued ‘Not
recommended’
advice

No Form
Required

FORM PACS 2

FORM IPTR

Was the SMC not
recommended
advice because the
company failed to
make a submission
to SMC?

Medicine can
usually be
prescribed
without any
forms needing
completion

YES

Medicine
/indication has
been accepted
for use by the
SMC but the
intended use is
outside of SMC
restrictions

NO

FORM PACS UO

Thanks to NHS Greater Glasgow and Clyde for sharing and giving permission to adapt their flowchart.
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The indication
is out with the
company’s
selective
submission to
SMC

FORM IPTR

Was the medicine
considered by SMC
under their UltraOrphan process?
YES

NO

